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BREAKING THROUGH THE 
WORD BARRIER
VERSION’S RIGHTS
“AM I ALLOWED TO POST PROOFS?”
PRE-PRINTS, POST-PRINTS, PUBLISHER’S VERSION/PDF
PRE-PRINT, AUTHOR’S ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT, VERSION OF RECORD 
OLD SCHOOL, YES, BUT ALSO PRACTICAL AND ELEGANT.
MY HUMBLE SUGGESTION: 
SMV SUBMITTED MANUSCRIPT VERSION  
AMV ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT VERSION
PMV PUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT VERSION        
▸Out of 25 Digital Commons IRs
Yes 10
40%No 15
60%
YES OR NO? IRS INCLUDE VERSION METADATA:
▸Of the 40% that include version metadata
Consistent
40%All over 
the place
60%
CONSISTENCY WITHIN INDIVIDUAL IR
▸Of the 40% that include version metadata
Yes
40%Nope
60%
IS THERE A DEDICATED VERSION FIELD?
▸Of the 40% that include version metadata, 
just 40% have dedicated version fields in metadata
Dedicated 
version field 
Non such
40%
60%
40%60%
IRS THAT INCLUDE VERSION METADATA
Yes
40%No
60%
IRS THAT INCLUDE VERSION METADATA
40% have dedicated fields, but only 
30% of those with dedicated fields also 
use consistent language.
60%
30%
10%
WHAT DO WE WANT?
STANDARDS
▸Let’s clean up our language
WHAT DO WE WANT?
STANDARDS
▸Let’s clean up our language
SMV SUBMITTED MANUSCRIPT VERSION  
AMV ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT VERSION
PMV PUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT VERSION        
WHAT DO WE WANT?
STANDARDS
▸Let’s include version metadata
WHAT DO WE WANT?
STANDARDS
▸Let’s include version metadata
1. RAISE AWARENESS
2. THE DIFFERENCES MATTER
3. ACROSS YOUR IR TODAY, 
ACROSS ALL IRs TOMORROW
THANKS!
Jessica Ryan
Scholarly Communications Assistant Project Manage, Smith College
Northeast Institutional Repository Day 2019
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